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Abstract

We present observations of the northern hemisphere auroras taken with the Far UV cameras onboard the Imager for Magnetopause-

to-Aurora Global Exploration (IMAGE) spacecraft during a compression of the magnetosphere by a solar wind pressure step

on 30 December 2001. The compression occurs during a period of northward IMF which has given rise to the presence of a pair

of transpolar arcs (TPAs) near the dawnside oval. The compression causes a brightening of the oval, from dayside to nightside

over the course of 10 mins, followed by a brightening of the midnight sector oval and TPAs from nightside to dayside, again over

10 mins. We suggest that the brightening is caused by pitch angle scattering of particles trapped on closed magnetic field lines,

and that the sequence of the brightening tracks the solar wind pressure step as it progresses along the length of the magnetotail.

Travelling at 600 km s$ˆ{-1}$, the step reaches up to 90 $R E$ down-tail over the period of brightening, suggesting that the

magnetic field lines which map to the TPAs are closed and stretch almost this length down-tail.
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Abstract12

We present observations of the northern hemisphere auroras taken with the Far UV cam-13

eras onboard the Imager for Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global Exploration (IMAGE) space-14

craft during a compression of the magnetosphere by a solar wind pressure step on 30 De-15

cember 2001. The compression occurs during a period of northward IMF which has given16

rise to the presence of a pair of transpolar arcs (TPAs) near the dawnside oval. The com-17

pression causes a brightening of the oval, from dayside to nightside over the course of18

10 mins, followed by a brightening of the midnight sector oval and TPAs from nightside19

to dayside, again over 10 mins. We suggest that the brightening is caused by pitch an-20

gle scattering of particles trapped on closed magnetic field lines, and that the sequence21

of the brightening tracks the solar wind pressure step as it progresses along the length22

of the magnetotail. Travelling at 600 km s−1, the step reaches up to 90 RE down-tail23

over the period of brightening, suggesting that the magnetic field lines which map to the24

TPAs are closed and stretch almost this length down-tail.25

Plain Language Summary26

The auroras usually take the form of ovals surrounding the geomagnetic poles, but27

occasionally an auroral feature bisects the dim region within the ovals: a transpolar arc.28

Although the geomagnetic conditions that give rise to TPAs are well-understood, there29

is continued controversy regarding how TPAs are formed and the structure of the mag-30

netosphere during their presence: are the magnetic field lines associated with the TPA31

connected into the interplanetary medium outside the magnetosphere (are open), or do32

they link from one hemisphere to the other (are closed). In this study we use observa-33

tions of the brightening of the auroral oval and a pair of TPAs in response to a sharp34

increase in the pressure of the solar wind. The oval first brightens from the dayside to35

the nightside, and then the TPAs brighten from nightside to dayside, allowing us to track36

the progression of the solar wind step along the length of the magnetotail. This confirms37

that the TPA field lines are closed and stretch for up to 90 Earth radii down-tail. This38

allows for the first time the magnetic structure of a TPA to be deduced, probing a re-39

gion of the distant magnetotail that is rarely accessed by spacecraft.40

1 Introduction41

Auroral activity near the poles during periods of low geomagnetic activity was first42

reported in the 1910s and 1920s, and has been studied extensively ever since (see reviews43

by Zhu et al. (1997), Newell et al. (2009), Kullen (2012), Fear (2019), and Hosokawa et44

al. (2019)). Transpolar arcs (TPAs), sun-aligned arcs, and polar cap arcs, as such au-45

roral features have variously been known, appear as auroral features that extend from46

the nightside auroral oval towards the dayside cusp, bisecting the otherwise dim polar47

cap region. They occur predominantly during periods of northward interplanetary mag-48

netic field (IMF BZ > 0), they typically form adjacent to the dawn or dusk sides of the49

auroral oval depending on the sense of IMF BY , and their subsequent motion dawnward50

or duskward is controlled by changes in the sense of IMF BY . Although this behaviour51

is now well-established, there remain many unanswered questions regarding the magne-52

tospheric structure associated with TPAs, and the source of the plasma that precipitates53

to generate the auroral emission.54

The main controversy is whether the magnetic field lines associated with the TPA55

are open (interconnected with the IMF) or closed (connected to the opposite hemisphere).56

The surrounding polar cap is open, magnetically conjugate with the magnetotail lobes.57

An early assumption was that TPAs were associated with flow shears in the polar cap58

convection pattern driven by lobe reconnection, leading to field-aligned currents carried59

by precipitating electrons (see, e.g., Carlson and Cowley (2005)). This does not straight-60

forwardly explain the source of these electrons, as the magnetotail lobes are known to61
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be generally devoid of plasma. Also, a shear flow can weaken and reform in another lo-62

cation, whereas TPAs appear to move from one location to another as coherent features.63

There are, however, high altitude plasma observations which suggest that regions of dense64

plasma can exist in the lobes, injected by lobe reconnection, giving rise to TPAs (Shi et65

al., 2013; Mailyan et al., 2015).66

On the other hand, if TPA field lines are closed, what is the mechanism that gives67

rise to these closed flux regions embedded within the otherwise open lobes? Milan et al.68

(2005) proposed an extension of the expanding/contracting polar cap (ECPC) model (Cowley69

& Lockwood, 1992; Milan et al., 2003, 2007) that invoked magnetic reconnection in a70

twisted magnetotail to produce just such a closed field line region which protrudes into71

the polar cap. Apart from their unusual mapping into the ionosphere, such closed field72

regions would be similar to the normal plasma sheet, explaining the source of precipi-73

tating particles. Subsequent motion of the TPA was proposed to be controlled by lobe74

reconnection “stirring” the surrounding open flux of the polar cap. The model of Milan75

et al. (2005) made specific predictions about the dawn or dusk location of the formation76

of TPAs, dependent on IMF BY , and the conditions under which they would move. These77

predictions have largely been borne out by subsequent studies (e.g., Goudarzi et al. (2008);78

Fear and Milan (2012a, 2012b); Kullen et al. (2015); Carter et al. (2017); Reidy et al.79

(2018)). In addition, in situ measurements at high altitude above a TPA near the cen-80

tre of the polar cap have shown a plasma sheet-like particle population with a double81

loss-cone, suggestive of closed field lines embedded within the otherwise open lobe (Fear82

et al., 2014). On the other hand, low altitude particle measurements have suggested that83

a TPA lying adjacent to the dusk or dawn auroral oval may not be separate from the84

plasma sheet, but just represent a poleward extension of the plasma sheet in that local85

time sector (Newell et al., 2009).86

If TPAs are indeed closed, this suggests that they should form conjugate auroral87

phenomena in the two hemispheres, though the model of Milan et al. (2005) suggests that88

a duskside TPA in one hemisphere should map to a dawnside TPA in the other, at least89

initially after formation, before subsequent dawn-dusk motions take place. Simultane-90

ous auroral imaging of both hemispheres is rare. However, conjugate TPAs have been91

observed (e.g., Carter et al. (2017); Reidy et al. (2018)), but there are also counterex-92

amples in which a TPA is observed only in one hemisphere (e.g., Østgaard et al. (2003)).93

This open/closed question may persist in part because it has been suggested that94

some polar cap arcs may form on open field lines and some on closed (e.g., Carlson and95

Cowley (2005); Newell et al. (2009); Reidy et al. (2018)). It seems likely, if this is the96

case, that the former would be weak sun-aligned arcs and the latter more large-scale, brighter97

TPA. However, the controversy remains: are some TPA closed? This also raises the ques-98

tion that, if TPAs are indeed closed, how do the field lines from one hemisphere map to99

the other, and specifically how far down-tail do these closed field lines stretch? This is100

difficult to answer as there is a dearth of in situ observations far down-tail, especially101

out of the equatorial plane where these closed field lines should be embedded within the102

open magnetotail lobes.103

The present study goes some way to answering this question, by considering au-104

roral observations from a period when the magnetosphere is struck by a solar wind pres-105

sure step, which causes a brightening of the auroral oval and a pair of pre-existing TPAs.106

The observed sequence of brightening suggests that the TPAs are indeed closed, and that107

these closed field lines stretch as far as 90 RE behind the Earth.108

2 Observations109

Observations of the northern hemisphere auroras on 30 December 2001 are provided110

by the Far UV instrument onboard the Imager for Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global Ex-111
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ploration (IMAGE) spacecraft (Mende, Heetderks, Frey, Lampton, et al., 2000; Mende112

et al., 2000; Mende, Heetderks, Frey, Stock, et al., 2000). The Wideband Imaging Cam-113

era (WIC) and Spectrographic Imager (SI12) generated 10 s- and 5 s-integrated images114

of emissions produced by (predominantly) electron and proton precipitation, respectively,115

with a cadence of approximately 123 s. IMAGE was in an elliptical polar orbit that al-116

lowed imaging of the auroras for 10 h of each 14-h orbit. We also employ 1 min-cadence117

measurements of the IMF and solar wind by the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE)118

spacecraft, and geomagnetic indices, accessed through the NASA OMNIWeb portal (King119

& Papitashvili, 2005). Observations of the northern hemisphere convection pattern from120

the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) (Chisham et al., 2007) are also121

reported, but not shown.122

Figure 1 presents observations from 18 to 23 UT. Panels (a) to (d) show keograms123

derived from the WIC and SI12 images along the 12-00 (noon-midnight) and 18-06 (dusk-124

dawn) magnetic local time (MLT) meridians, down to 50◦ geomagnetic latitude. Auro-125

ral emission from the dayside portion of the WIC noon-midnight meridian below 70◦ lat-126

itude is obscured by dayglow; the SI12 observations are less affected by dayglow. Below127

this are presented in panel (e) the BY (blue) and BZ (red) components of the IMF, (f)128

the solar wind speed, VSW , and (g) the proton number density, NSW . The bottom two129

panels show (h) the AU, AL, and (i) SYM-H geomagnetic indices.130

The feature of most interest in this study is the step in solar wind ram pressure131

near 20:15 UT, seen here as sudden increases in VSW from 450 to 600 km s−1 and NSW132

from 5 to 15 cm−1, corresponding to a change in pressure from 2 to 10 nPa, which pro-133

duced a brightening of the auroras and a positive excursion of SYM-H. The solar wind134

data are time-shifted in the OMNI pre-processing to account for the propagation delay135

from ACE to the bow shock; clearly, the propagation time has been overestimated in the136

present case, and the pressure step actually impacted the magnetosphere at 20:09 UT137

(vertical green line).138

Before describing this feature in more detail, we give some context to the interval139

as a whole. The IMF turned northward, with BZ ≈ 15 nT, at 06 UT (12 h before the140

start of Fig. 1); BY swung from +15 to -20 nT between 06 and 11 UT. By 18 UT, a TPA141

had formed adjacent to the dawn-sector auroral oval; the TPA emission can be clearly142

seen in the WIC observations in panel (b), adjacent to the dawn-side oval between 19:00143

and 21:20 UT, including the time of the arrival of the pressure step. This emission is also144

present in the SI12 keogram, panel (d), but much less clearly. Occasionally during this145

period the TPA emission encroached on the noon-midnight meridian, at which times it146

is visible in panels (a) and (c), e.g., 19:20 to 20:20 UT and 21:20 to 22:10 UT.147

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the WIC auroral morphology shortly before and148

after the arrival of the pressure step. The pre-existing TPA discussed above (which we149

label TPA1) is highlighted in panel (a). At this time, 18:53 UT, a second TPA (TPA2)150

was in the process of formation. As described by Milan et al. (2005), a brightening of151

the nightside oval is accompanied by an auroral feature that grows into the polar cap152

from one end, as seen at 19:13 UT, panel (b). This is accompanied by nightside iono-153

spheric flows observed by SuperDARN (not shown) which are consistent with TRINNI154

activity (tail reconnection during IMF northward non-substorm intervals), as also pre-155

dicted by Milan et al. (2005). By 20:07 UT, panel (c), just prior to the step arrival, the156

two TPAs lie adjacent and approximately parallel to each other.157

As seen in Fig. 1, the location of the TPAs was unaffected by the arrival of the pres-158

sure step, as the IMF did not change orientation significantly at that time. Between 21:00159

and 21:30 UT the IMF turned to BZ < 0 and BY changed sign twice. The southward160

turning marked the onset of low latitude magnetopause reconnection, causing the po-161

lar cap to expand and the auroral oval to progress toward lower latitudes, accompanied162

by enhancements in AU and AL. The onset of dayside reconnection and the changes in163
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Figure 1. Observations of the northern hemisphere auroras and associated solar wind condi-

tions and geomagnetic indices on 30 December 2001. Keograms of WIC observations along the

(a) noon-midnight and (b) dawn-dusk meridians for geomagnetic latitudes above 50◦; vertical

white stripes indicate missing data. (c) and (d) Corresponding keograms from SI12 observations.

(e) IMF BZ (red) and BY (blue), (f) solar wind speed, and (g) solar wind density measurements

from ACE; (h) AU and AL and (i) SYM-H geomagnetic indices. The arrival of a solar wind

pressure step is indicated by a vertical green line at 20:09 UT.
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Figure 2. IMAGE WIC observations showing the evolution of the auroral morphology before

and after the arrival of the pressure step. (a) A pre-existing transpolar arc (TPA1) is joined by

the formation of a second (TPA2). Green boxes delineate TPA1 and TPA2. (b) TPA2 evolves to

lie adjacent to TPA1. (c) The auroral morphology just prior to the step arrival, 20:07 UT. (d)

Same as (c) but on the same colour scale as Figs. 1 and 3, which allows the auroral brightening

to be studied. (e) and (f) Later stages in the brightening of TPA1 and then TPA2.

BY resulted in the TPAs moving duskward and antisunward, before merging with the164

nightside auroral oval.165

We now investigate the brightening in response to the pressure step in more de-166

tail. Returning to Fig. 2, panel (d) shows the same image as panel (c), just before the167

arrival of the pressure step, but on a modified colour scale that allows the auroral bright-168

ening to be studied. By panel (e) at 20:21 UT the whole oval has brightened, as has TPA1,169

but TPA2 remains close to its original intensity. By panel (f), 20:23 UT, TPA2 has be-170

gun to brighten also.171

Meurant et al. (2004) and Tsurutani et al. (2011) present sequences of auroral im-172

ages that show that the auroral oval can brighten progressively in response to a solar wind173

pressure shock: first at noon, then around to earlier and later MLT meridians, and fi-174

nally to the nightside (see also Zhou and Tsurutani (1999), Tsurutani et al. (2001), and175

Meurant et al. (2003)). This has been ascribed to the progression of the compressive ef-176

fect of the pressure step around the flanks of the magnetosphere and along the magne-177

totail. Moreover, Meurant et al. (2004), using the SI12 and WIC cameras onboard IM-178

AGE, demonstrated a dawn-dusk asymmetry in the auroral response to a shock, with179

electron auroras dominating at dawn and proton auroras at dusk. We might expect a180

similar response in the present set of observations, but we are also interested in how the181

TPAs respond. We note that examination of Fig. 1(b) suggests that although the au-182

roral oval brightens promptly, the brightening of the TPAs is delayed by 10 or more min-183

utes.184

To examine this delay in more detail, Figure 3 presents the sequence of WIC and185

SI12 images (first and third rows, respectively) from just after the arrival of the step to186

24 mins after. To aid the eye, the second and fourth rows present difference images, that187
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Figure 3. A sequence of IMAGE auroral observations from just after the arrival at the mag-

netopause of the solar wind pressure step on 30 December 2001. Magnetic latitudes of 80◦, 70◦,

and 60◦ are shown by grey circles, and 12 MLT is at the top of each panel. The WIC and SI12

colour scales are the same as Fig. 1.

is, each image subtracted from the image immediately before, with red and blue indi-188

cating that the image has brightened or dimmed, respectively.189

The first sign of the effect of the shock is a brightening of the dayside oval observed190

by SI12 at 20:09 UT. A similar effect is not seen by WIC at this time as dayglow encroaches191

on the dayside oval. By 20:11 UT the dayside and duskside of the oval has brightened192

in the SI12 observations, whereas in the WIC observations it is the dayside and dawn-193

side that has brightened most significantly. This suggests that the increase in proton and194

electron precipitation is most significant at dusk and dawn, respectively, in agreement195

with Meurant et al. (2004). By 20:15 UT, the brightening has reached the midnight sec-196

tor of the oval, in both SI12 and WIC images. Up until this point, the TPAs have re-197

mained largely unaffected. At 20:15 UT the nightside end of TPA1 begins to brighten.198

In subsequent images until 20:23 UT, two effects are observed, most clearly in the WIC199

difference images: firstly, in the midnight sector a brightening progresses from the equa-200

torward to poleward edges of the pre-existing auroral oval; and a brightening moves sun-201

wards along the length of the TPA1. At 20:23 UT there is a brightening of TPA2 along202

its whole length, which corresponds to the brightening of TPA2 seen in Fig. 2(b).203

We examine this combined brightening of the midnight sector oval and TPA1 in204

more detail in Figure 4. This figure focusses on the 24 min encompassing the step ar-205

rival (vertical green line) and the brightening. Observations are shown from both WIC206

and SI12, on the left from the noon-midnight meridian, and on the right from a paral-207

lel meridian displaced towards dawn so that it runs along the length of TPA1. Two slanted208

green lines have been added to guide the eye, the same in each panel. The lower line in-209

dicates the poleward motion of the brightening of the midnight sector oval, the upper210

line tracks the brightening sunwards along TPA1: clearly these two effects occur simul-211

taneously.212
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Figure 4. WIC and SI12 keograms encompassing 24 min around the time of the solar wind

step arrival (vertical green line), along the noon-midnight meridian and a parallel meridian dis-

placed towards dawn such that it intersects TPA1. Green lines are overlaid to guide the eye.

3 Discussion213

We presume that the progression of the brightening of the oval and the TPAs tracks214

the solar wind step as it engulfs the magnetosphere (Zhou & Tsurutani, 1999; Tsuru-215

tani et al., 2001; Meurant et al., 2004; Tsurutani et al., 2011), first impacting the day-216

side magnetopause, moving around the flanks, and then progressing along the length of217

the magnetotail. We suggest that as the magnetotail is compressed, a reduction in the218

radius of curvature of field lines where they cross the neutral sheet causes pitch angle219

scattering of particles into the loss cone, which in turn produces a brightening of the oval220

or TPAs. In other words, the TPAs must comprise closed field lines, and as the night-221

side oval and TPA1 brighten simultaneously they map to similar distances down-tail. As222

TPA2 brightens last, it maps further down-tail.223

The solar wind step is travelling with a speed close to 600 km s−1, meaning that224

it travels approximately 28 RE in 5 min. The brightening of the oval from the noon to225

midnight sectors takes about this time; if the dayside magnetopause is assumed to be226

located at X ≈ 10 RE , then this suggests that the step has engulfed the magnetosphere227

to a down-tail position of X ≈ −18 RE , the near-tail plasma sheet, when the midnight228

sector oval and the nightside end of TPA1 first brighten. The subsequent sunward bright-229

ening of the nightside oval and TPA1 take another 10 min, at which point the step has230

progressed to X ≈ −74 RE down-tail. This indicates that TPA1 maps to the mid- and231

far-tail plasma sheet region, the same distances that map to the main oval. TPA2 bright-232

ens just after this, so maps to the region −90 > X > −75 RE .233

Figure 5 presents a schematic of our proposed magnetotail structure based upon234

these observations, at around 20:17 UT when the pressure step has reached the mid-tail.235

Fig. 5a shows the auroral configuration in the northern hemisphere ionosphere: the white236

region is the open polar cap, the blue region indicates closed field lines which have bright-237

ened at earlier times, the green region is the auroral oval which has yet to brighten, and238

the orange regions are the closed TPA field lines which also have yet to brighten. We239

expect the southern hemisphere auroral configuration to be similar to this, but mirrored240

about Y = 0, as suggested by the formation mechanism of Milan et al. (2005). Fig. 5b241
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Figure 5. A schematic of the proposed magnetic structure of the magnetosphere, at the time

that the solar wind pressure step (dot-dashed line) has reached the mid-tail (around 20:17 UT).

(a). The auroral configuration, indicating where the oval and TPA1 has brightened (blue), where

the oval has yet to brighten (green), where TPA1 and TPA2 have yet to brighten (orange), and

the open polar cap (white). (b) A cross-section of the magnetotail showing closed field lines

(coloured) and open field lines (white). (c) The cross-section of the magnetosphere along a merid-

ian cutting through the polar cap, showing field lines where pitch angle scattering has occurred

(blue), and where it has yet to occur (green). (d) and (e) Cross-sections of the magnetosphere

along meridians intersecting TPA1 and TPA2.

shows a cross-section of the magnetotail near X = −50 RE ; magnetic field lines point242

into and out of the page in the northern and southern hemispheres, respectively. The243

white magnetotail lobes connect into the solar wind further down-tail. The TPA field244

lines are closed and cross the equatorial plane further down-tail. The field lines of the245

TPAs are contained in limited local time sectors, bisecting the magnetospheric lobes which246

have their usual structure at earlier and later local times. In this panel we have indicated247

the proposed location of the TPAs in the southern hemisphere, mirrored about Y = 0248

as argued above. This suggests that the TPA field lines are not strictly contained within249

meridional planes, but cross Y = 0 further down-tail, such that TPA1 in the northern250

hemisphere is magnetically connected to TPA1 in the southern hemisphere, and simi-251

larly for TPA2. Figs. 5c to e show the mapping of the field lines down-tail; these schemat-252

ics are not strictly in meridional planes but follow the mapping of TPA1 and TPA2 be-253

tween the hemispheres. The TPA field-lines are less “tail-like” than the field lines that254

map to the adjacent main oval and lobes. As the pressure step travels along the mag-255

netotail, the compressed field lines map to progressively higher latitudes and a progres-256

sive sunwards brightening is observed in both the main oval and TPA1.257

This magnetic field configuration might indicate that there is a reduction in the258

cross-tail current in the locality of the TPAs, as the field is less tail-like where they cross259

Z = 0, and this could lead to a field-aligned current structure reminiscent of a narrow260

substorm current wedge (see, e.g., Kepko et al. (2015)). Moreover, the field lines that261

comprise the TPAs are clearly distinct from the field lines comprising the adjacent dawn-262

side oval, and hence the TPAs do not represent a poleward extension of the plasma sheet263

in this local time sector.264
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TPA2 brightens last, indicating that its field lines stretch slightly further down-tail265

that the field lines comprising the main oval plasma sheet and TPA1. As TPA2 formed266

after TPA1, this suggests that the magnetic reconnection that closed these field lines oc-267

curred in the distant tail near X ≈ −75RE , rather than at a near-Earth neutral line,268

which is supposed to occur in the region −30 > X > −20 RE . This places a constraint269

on the location of tail reconnection occurring under northward IMF conditions.270

4 Conclusions271

The progressive brightening of the auroral oval and a pair of transpolar arcs (TPA1272

and TPA2) in response to the compression of the magnetosphere by a solar wind pres-273

sure step has allowed us for the first time to remotely-sense the magnetic structure of274

TPAs. The oval brightened first at noon, then around the flanks (electron and proton275

auroras dominated at dawn and dusk, respectively), then onto the low-latitude portion276

of the nightside oval. The nightside oval then brightened polewards, simultaneously with277

a sunward brightening of TPA1. TPA2 brightened last of all. We conclude that the TPAs278

comprised closed field lines in a narrow local time sector that map to the plasma sheet279

between (approximately) −90 > X > −18 RE . The poleward edge of the midnight-280

sector main oval and the sunward tip of TPA1 brightened at the same time, indicating281

that they mapped to similar distances down-tail. TPA2, which formed more recently than282

TPA1, brightened last, suggesting that its field lines mapped even further down-tail. As283

the two TPAs appeared adjacent to each other in the polar cap, the magnetic mapping284

from the ionosphere to the distant magnetotail was complex. The inferred mapping of285

TPA1 suggests that the edges of the TPA may be associated with field-aligned currents286

which could arise due to a reduction of the cross-tail current in the local time sector of287

the TPAs.288

The region to which the TPAs mapped are rarely accessed by spacecraft. This unique289

set of observations has allowed us to probe the complex magnetic structure of the dis-290

tant magnetotail under northward IMF conditions.291
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